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Kim Scott and Heidi Nichols
Skin Corrective Centre
Since opening the doors to The Skin
Corrective Centre in May 2009, sisters
Kim Scott and Heidi Nichols have watched
their business grow from strength to
strength after identifying a niche market
between doctors, beauty therapists and
dermatologists.
Starting with three staff members in 2009
a further five fully-trained aestheticians
and two part-time plastic surgeons are now
employed at the Centre. Along with moving
premises to accommodate the high demand
for services from four rooms to nine rooms
at their Brisbane Street location, the sisters
are now set to embark on their next big
adventure.
“We have recently purchased a large block
of land at Blueridge Business Park and are
looking forward to constructing a purpose
built premises to service our growing
clientele,” Heidi said.
Returning to their home town to establish
their business was an easy choice for the
sisters. “Kim and I both felt that bringing
up children with our families close by, in
a safe country community was what was
best for all of us, Heidi said. “The space, the
people, the community feel. It was all a very
big part of why we returned,” she said.
“Life in the country means your home isn’t
squashed in on top of your neighbours.
Your children have room to run, play,
and be kids without worry. Families can
spread out among their properties and give
everyone some elbow room.”
According to Heidi, The Skin Corrective
Centre was a lifelong dream for the sisters,
to provide Dubbo with an educational,
professional and cutting edge centre that
would deliver the best and most current
access to skincare treatments and advice.

“We have recently
purchased a large
block of land and are
looking forward to
constructing a purpose
built premises to
service our growing
clientele.”
“As teenagers Kim and I experienced
severe acne and it was from this horrendous
experience and with limited access to
information/ education and professional
advice in Dubbo, which initiated our
interest in the anatomy and physiology of
the skin,” she said.
“With the experience that we gained
and relationships that were established,
we began planning how we could bring
professional scientific, refined skincare
education to the Central West.
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“Kim’s international experience and my time
spent working under Cosmetic Physician, Dr
Douglas Grose equipped us with the tools to
confidently open a skincare clinic in Dubbo
which encompassed our philosophies.”
The Centre’s primary business activities
include skincare education, intense pulsed
light and microdermabrasion, which are
carried out by highly trained professional
therapists.
“Therapists that can provide such advice and
perform these treatments are rare and highly
sought after,” Heidi said. “Therapists require
considerable medical training, certification
and a clear understanding of skin anatomy and
physiology in order to gain certification to use
such technologies.
“As our business name suggests, we are leaders
in our field in providing sound education and
safe, effective skin correction.”

